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Abstract—We present the design and experimental validation
of a scalable dc microgrid architecture for rural electrification.
The microgrid design has been driven by field data collected
from Kenya and India. The salient features of the microgrid are
distributed voltage control and distributed storage, which enable
developed world grid cost parity. In this paper, we calculate
that the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for the proposed
dc microgrid system will be less than $0.40 per kW-hr. We
also present experimental results from a locally installed dc
microgrid prototype that demonstrate the steady state behavior,
the perturbation response, and the overall efficiency of the
system. The experimental results demonstrate the suitability
of the presented dc microgrid architecture as a technically
advantageous and cost effective method for electrifying emerging
regions.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are currently 1.3 billion people in rural developing

regions without access to electricity [1]. This number is

projected to increase despite increased grid-tied generation

since there is still a significant power deficit in urban areas [1]–

[3]. Microgrids have been viewed as a viable option to provide

electricity for rural areas where the cost of grid extension is

prohibitive [4], [5]. In recent years, the falling cost of solar

energy has sparked increasing interest in developing renewable

methods for rural electrification [6]–[8]. However, battery

costs have not declined at the same rate as solar photovoltaic

(PV) panels. Since the predominant residential usage is during

night-time hours [9], the cost of stored electricity use is a key

figure of merit. In this regard, dc microgrids have demonstrated

promise as a viable method of enabling improved efficiency

and scalability for off-grid systems [8]–[13].

In this paper, we present and experimentally demonstrate

a dc microgrid architecture that provides a scalable solution

for rural electrification. We calculate the levelized cost of

electricity (LCOE) of the described architecture based on

BOM costs of the proposed system and field surveys carried

out by research partners. We present a hardware prototype

setup used to demonstrate the steady state behavior and the

perturbation response of the proposed architecture.

This remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II presents an overview of the dc microgrid system

topology, the distributed control implementation, and LCOE

calculations. Section III presents a scaled-down PV-based

microgrid prototype used to experimentally demonstrate the

operation and stability of the system. Section IV concludes

the paper.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we present an overview of the dc microgrid

system architecture and carry out a cost analysis to obtain

the LCOE of the proposed microgrid over a 15 year horizon.

Additionally, we present a prototype hardware implementation

used to experimentally validate the operation and stability of

the system.

A. Overview of architecture

An overview of the dc microgrid architecture is shown in

Fig. 1. The key components of the system are 1) the maximum

power point tracking (MPPT) source converter, 2) the fanout
nodes, and 3) the household power management units (PMUs).

A nominal distribution voltage between 360 and 400 V is

used to keep line losses modest while complying with the

emerging standards for dc power [14]. The choice also enables

use of readily available 600 V power semiconductor devices.

The grid voltage is converted to 12 V at the households for

storage and appliance use. The MPPT source converter is

responsible for operating the solar panels at the peak-power

point as well as detecting and isolating faults on the grid.

The fanout nodes aggregate usage from a local cluster of

houses (3-5 households within a 15 m radius) and switch

and meter the usage of individual households connected to

the line. This functionality helps deter theft of power and

isolates faults on the grid. Also each fanout node incorporates

a fixed ratio 8:1 dc bus converter. The bus converters, which

have a rated efficiency of 95%, are commercially manufactured

devices typically used in data center applications [15]. They

also provide galvanic isolation to the connected households

which is an important safety consideration. The fanout node

provides an intermediate (45-50 V) bus to the local cluster

of houses. Since the fanout nodes use a fixed ratio converter,

the information implicit in the grid voltage level is preserved

and passed on to the households downstream. Finally, each

household interfaces to the microgrid through a household
power management unit (PMU), which converts the 45-50 V

fanout bus voltage to 12 V through a buck converter for all

household appliances, and also integrates battery storage. In

addition, the PMUs can digitally communicate information
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Fig. 1. An architectural overview of the dc microgrid system.

such as price, charge-state of households, credits, and usage

both locally to the end-user and remotely to the system

operator.

A salient property of the dc microgrid architecture is the

distributed control of the grid voltage, which enables both

instantaneous power sharing and a metric for determining the

available grid power. A droop voltage power-sharing scheme

is implemented, as shown in Fig. 2, wherein the bus voltage

droops in response to low-supply/high-demand. This droop

profile is a result of a constant power source which is formed

when an MPPT converter is connected to a solar PV panel.

The PMUs have a controllable usage profile (load-line) that

can can reduce power drawn from the grid by using locally

stored energy for the battery to power connected household

loads. Switching converters regulated to implement a load-line

profile have been shown to have the properties of both large-

scale and incremental passivity [8]. Interconnected networks of

passive converters have been shown to be stable using energy-

based (Lyapunov) techniques [16].

Additionally, the architecture of the dc microgrid aims

to minimize the losses associated with stored energy. Since

storage is distributed to the individual household PMUs, the

number of conversion steps and line losses are reduced.

Distributed storage provides reliable provision of electricity

24/7 and also allows for household loads to be decoupled

from the grid supply when required. Furthermore, household

ownership of batteries enables flexible, demand-driven growth

of storage in the grid, since each household makes decisions

about the size of the stored supply based on desired night-time

usage.

B. Levelized Cost of Electricity Calculations

The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is calculated based

on the specifications shown in Table II. Cost assumptions

of Fanout Nodes and PMUs were based on BOM costs of

components used in the prototype system at low production

volumes (500 units). A 15 year time horizon was used based

on rated lifetimes of solar panels and the power converter com-

ponents. Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) batteries were used to

calculated storage costs due to having a favorable combination

of longer cycle life and higher safety in comparison to other
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Fig. 2. Source and load impedances. The PMU load-line slope and offset
are controllable variables.

lithium-ion chemistries [17]. Over a 15 year window it is

assumed that the LFP batteries would have to be replaced

twice with an estimated cycle life of greater than 2000 cycles

without significant loss of capacity [18]. Wiring costs were

estimated based on using aluminum distribution wire sized

at keeping voltage drop across 1 km under 3% at full load.

The calculated LCOE of the dc microgrid is favorable in

comparison to presently deployed solar microgrid systems and

also with grid power rates on certain Hawaiian islands [19].

C. Prototype implementation

In order to experimentally validate the proposed dc micro-

grid architecture, a scaled-down 400 W hardware prototype

setup, shown in Fig. 3a, was constructed and installed at the

University of California, Berkeley. The full specifications and

ratings for the prototype setup are presented in Table I.

The converter designs and enclosures are shown in Fig. 3.

The MPPT source converter (Fig. 3b) consists of a 2-phase

interleaved boost converter, fuse protection, and connectors

for PV input and bus output. The fanout node is implemented

using a commercially available 8:1 fixed ratio 300 W dc

converter which converts from 360-400 V to 45-50 V. The

household PMU (Fig. 3c) consists of a 100 W synchronous

buck converter, fuse protection, 100 W-hrs of battery storage,

and connectors for 45-50 V bus input and 12 V dc output.

The load-line is implemented using proportional feedback of

voltage at the input terminal of the converter as shown in

Fig. 4. The output from the outer voltage loop forms the

reference to the inner current loop. The gain of the outer

loop determines slope of the load-line (input impedance) of

the converter. Achieving load-line regulation through such

a proportional feedback scheme has been used for output

regulation of dc-dc converters [20], [21]. We use the same

techniques to achieve load-line regulation on the input of the

PMU buck converters.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results that demon-

strate the operation of the dc microgrid prototype setup under

various operating conditions. The steady state behavior of the

PMU converters, and the perturbation response of grid voltage

are shown as the power from the source is varied. The startup



TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS AND RATINGS FOR PROTOTYPE MICROGRID

Solar PV array
Rated power 400 W
Rated open circuit voltage 200 V

MPPT Source Converter
Topology 2-phase boost converter
Rated power 400 W
Rated output voltage 400 V
Switching frequency 100 kHz

Household PMU
Topology Synchronous Buck
Rated power 100 W
Rated output voltage 12 V
Switching frequency 250 kHz

TABLE II
LCOE PARAMETERS AND CALCULATION OVER A 15 YEAR HORIZON

System Parameters
Number of Households 100
Daily Usage 100 W-hrs/day
Radius of Microgrid 1 km

Generation Costs
Rated Size of Solar Panels 2 kW
Cost of Solar Panels $0.70 per W
Cost of Source Converter $0.25 per W
Total Cost of Generation $1,900

Fanout Node Costs
No. of Fanout nodes in system 30
Cost of Fanout nodes $0.20 per W
Total cost of Fanout nodes $2,000

PMU Costs
Power rating of individual PMU 100 W
Cost of PMUs $0.15 per W
Total Cost of PMUs $1,500

Battery Costs
Storage per household 100 W-hrs
LFP Battery Cost $0.50 per W-hr
Total Battery Costs over 15 years $10,000

Wiring Costs
Total T&D wiring costs $4,000

Total System Cost $19,400
LCOE of elec. delivered over 15 years $0.35 per kW-hr

and shutdown behaviors of the various components of the grid

are also shown.

A. Experimental Test Setup

A solar panel connected to a MPPT converter behaves as

a constant power source. In order to create a controllable

constant-power-source for the experiments in this section, a

boost converter operating in input-current-control mode was

used, i.e., where the input current from the voltage source is

controlled. A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 5. The

input power to the grid can be varied by either by changing the

input voltage to the current-controlled boost or by changing

the current command. A change in the current command was

used to cause step changes in grid power.

B. Steady State Behavior

Fig. 6 shows the steady-state response of the PMU input

current as a function of the grid voltage. The efficiencies of

the Fanout and PMU converters used in the experiment setup
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Fig. 3. Photographs of dc microgrid prototype setup and components.

are shown in Fig. 7. Both simulation and experimental results

show the same relationship between current drawn by the

PMU and input voltage. As shown, the current drawn by each

PMU increases as the grid voltage increases, thus exhibiting

a positive impedance characteristic. The slope of this load-

line is fully programmable and set by the feedback gain of

input voltage. The gain on the controller is set to achieve an

input impedance of Z = 2 Ω. Once the PMU converter is

operating in continuous conduction mode, both the simulation

and experiment show that the steady state input impedance is

2 Ω. When the converter is in discontinuous conduction mode,

the input impedance is higher than idealized case. However,
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this deviation does not have any significant impact on system

behavior as will be shown by the perturbation response.

C. Perturbation Response

Fig. 8 shows the perturbation response of the grid voltage,

fanout node voltage, and the input current to the 2 PMUs

in response to a step change in the available grid power.

Initially, the input power to the grid is 5 W. At this level,

the fanout node is powered on, but the fanout bus voltage is

below 45 V so the PMUs are not drawing any current from the

grid; the power is dissipated in the fanout node bus converter.

At t = 0.19 s, the available grid power is instantaneously

increased from 5 W to 70 W by commanding a step change in

input current drawn by the boost converter in the experimental

setup (Fig. 5). Immediately, the grid voltage starts to rise, but

remains within the 360 to 400 V range. This stabilization is

due to the response of the PMUs, which increase their current

draw in response to the increase in grid voltage.

D. Startup and Shutdown Behavior

Fig. 9a shows the startup behavior of the microgrid. After

the power source is turned on, the voltage on high voltage

bus of the grid starts to rise. The high voltage bus rises to

400 V before the fanout node starts to operate. Upon turn

on of the fanout node BCM, t = 1 sec, the voltage on the

fanout node bus immediately rises to 50 V. The initial spike

in PMU current is due to the input capacitors charging from

0 to 50 V. The PMUs connected to the fanout node start to

draw current from the fanout bus according to their load-line.
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This subsequently causes the voltage on both busses to droop

and settle at an operating point determined by the available

power and the slope of the aggregate PMU load-line.

Fig. 9b shows the shutdown behavior of the microgrid. As

the bus voltages start to drop, the PMUs respond by drawing

less current from the grid. Once the fanout bus voltage drops

below 45 V, the PMUs do not draw any more current. As the

grid voltage drops below 300 V the bus converter in the fanout

nodes also shuts down and the grid voltage continues to fall.

In both startup and shutdown scenarios, the household load

on the low-voltage side of the PMU is decoupled due to the

battery.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the design and implementation of a

scalable dc microgrid architecture for rural electrification. The

cost analysis of the system shows that over a 15 year time

span, the LCOE can be below $0.40 per kWh. This provides a

compelling case for the economic viability of the architecture,

an important consideration in rural emerging regions.
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to a step increase in grid power (5 W to 70 W) at time t = .19 secs.

We experimentally demonstrated the operation and stability

of the dc microgrid with distributed voltage control. The load-

line control scheme implemented by the PMUs enables inte-

gration of completely variable sources and requires minimal

regulation overhead. Relative ratios of load-lines determine the

power-sharing between the different PMUs, thereby allowing

for load prioritization.

The dc microgrid described in this paper allows for maxi-

mizing efficiency of stored electricity, a key figure of merit for

off-grid system. The architecture shows promise in addressing

the economic and technical challenges of electrifying rural

emerging regions.
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